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A 5C collet spin index is
A a popular accessory for
.I. \a drill press and mill in

Spin index mounted porollelto
lothe axis. Note thot the supplied
collet tightening crank interferes with
the milling attochment, requiring the
fabrication of o custom tightening

most shops. My shop is equipped
with a 72 x 36 Grizzly G4003c
gunsmith lathe, which is one of
the most heavily used items in my
shop. The lathe has been outfitted
with a number of shop-built accessories to broaden the range of

ring ond wrench.

One of the most frequently used
lathe accessories in my shop is
the milling attachment (www.little
m achine sho p. com, catalog #289 \.
A mounting plate was previously
fabricated to mount the milling
attachment on the lathe cross slide.
The milling attachment has a 1.9"
(vertical dimension) vise for holding a workpiece and also allows 3.6"
of vertical movement relative to the
lathe axis. I decided to mount the

compatible projects. These include
a knock-out barl cross slide adapter
plates to mount a variety of lathe
accessories and workpieces for
milling, drilling, or cutting operations; tooling plates for both the
milling attachment and lathe face
plate, dial indicator mounts for

the carriage and tailstock, carriage
stop, and, last but not least, the
subiect of this article, a 5C collet
spin index.
The ability to

drill/mill with

spin index to the lathe milling
attachment vise to take advantage
of its ability to position the spin
index to accommodate a wide
range of projects.

a

precise angular location, such as
required for cutting gears or pin-

ions, using the lathe intrigued me
and I ultimately decided to fabricate
the parts needed to mount a commercially available spin
index on the cross slide of my lathe. This article describes
the design and fabrication of the parts needed to accomplish this goal.
The biggest challenge was creating a design that used
standard lathe hardware and could take advantage of

the full motion capabilities of the lathe. After making
a number of,design sketches and building several wood
models, a design was finally ready to fabricate. Typical of
any new development, a few changes were made to the
original design along the way.

The spin index, mounted on the
milling attachment and set parallel
to the lathe axis is shown in Photo 1.
The project involved the fabrication of five parts: spin
index base plate, mounting block for parallel lathe axis
applications, mounting bar for perpendicular lathe
axis applications, collet tightening ring, and a

tightening wrench.
The first fabrication task was to drill four 23164,,holes
in the base of the spin index. A steel plate measuring
ll2', x 4,, x 4314t'was fabricated and bolted to the base
of the spin index casting using four tapped M8 holes.
The challenge was to create a design that allowed the spin
index axis to be set up either parallel or perpendicular 1o
the lathe axis, relative to the lathe axis. The plate can be
bolted to a mounting block or bar to allow locating the
spin index axis in either orientation.
The base plate also has four additional M8 tapped holes;
two are used to attach the base plate to the mounting
block or bar (Photo 2). The two extra tapped holes allow
some vertical mounting flexibility to accommodate a
wider variety of projects and different height requirements
when the spin index is mounted parallel or perpendicular
to the lathe axis.
Spin index mounting plate with M8 mounting bolts ond woshers.
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Once the spin index was mounted on the lathe it became

obvious that the collet tightening handle did not have
enough clearance relative to the lathe milling attachment
to function. A tightening ring and wrench were fabricated
for the spin index to replace the suppiied collet tightening
crank (Photo 3). This turned out to be a very practical
solution and the design was adapted to a tightening nut
made previously for a collet vise block so the same wrench
could be used for either collet tightening application.
One of the many challenges in the mounting design
was to set the spin index axis

in alignment with the

center of the lathe axis when it was positioned parallel
or perpendicular to the lathe axis. A 28" dri1l rod was
mounted between centers, supporting the spin index with
a tightened 7/8" collet. A transfer punch was then used to
Iocate the two rows of holes in the base plate relative to
the mounting block (Photo 4). It proved to be an easy way
to ensure alignment of iathe and spin index collet axes.
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Note the new ring easily clears the verticql tightening lever of
the milling attqchment.
Setup used to precisely locate holes in the spin index base plate'

Truing the outside surfaces of the mounting block, using the fly
cutter and milling attachment.

The mounting block was fabricated from a 5-112" x 3" x
1-112" block of 6061 aluminum alloy. A section measuring 1" x 4" x 7-If 2" was cut out of the original block and
discarded to yield the finished mounting biock (Photo 5).
All sides were trued using the lathe miiling attachment
and a fly cutter (Photo 6).

The lvrench was made from a piece of 7/16" thick steel
plate and uses two M6 screws for pins (Photos 9-11).
The plate was clamped to the lathe's face plate for boring
the radius on the wrench. Once the hole was complete, the
shape of the wrench was laid out and cut with the hack
saw, cleaning up the cuts with the lathe and milling
attachment. Mating holes on the tightening ring for
the wrench pins were located using transfer screws once
the two holes were drilled and tapped in the wrench.
MATERIATS
QTY

PART NAME

DESCRIPTION

Mounting Plote

4-3/4' x 4" x

I

Mounting Bor

l"xI"xi0"steel

I

Tightening Ring

5,/8" steel plote

I

Wrench

6-3/8' x 2-1/2' x 7/ 16"

I

Spin lndex

www. littlemochineshop.com
Port

Turning the spin index tightening ring using the shop mode
slitting saw mandrel.

The tightening ring was fabricated from a 5/8" piece of
steel plate cut out with a hack saw. A shop built slitting
saw mandrel was used to turn the tightening ring to its
final OD dimension (Photo 7). Final tightening ring
dimensions are: OD : 2.30", with a A734'through hole.
The face groove to capture the outside of the collet tube
has an OD of 1.82", with a depth of .080" (Photo 8).

l/2"

I

steel

bor

No. I ZO9

B

Wqsher

8 mm steel wosher

2

Steel Cop Screw

2

Steel Cop Screw

4

Mounting Plote Bolt

2

Mounting Block Bolt

x 40 mm long
6 mm x 25 mm long
B mm x 35 mm long
8 mm x 64 mm long
5" x 3u x 1-1/2' 606l

Mounting Block

steel

B mm

oluminum

Collet tightening ring after completion of the lothe work.

The first use of the spin index was to locate the three
holes that would be tapped for the setscrews that secure
the tightening ring to the spin index collet tube. One hole
was drilled and tapped to hold the ring in place while the
other two holes were marked. The spin index was then
placed on the drill press table with a pencil in the chuck
to locate the locations for the setscrew holes exactly at
120'around the ring. Accurate, easy, and neatl
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with M6
cap screws
used as
tighteni.ng
ptns.

Borinq the 1.33" hole for the tightening ring wrench'
The fiat stock wss cut through the middle of the hole
to create the rough part for the wrench.

The tightening wrench in action.

The easiest Part to fabricate was the

mounting

bar used to mount the
spin
steel mounting bar with 40 mm long M8 cap screws that sttaches to the
spin index axis PerPenaxis.
lathe
the
to
perpendicular
index
the
spin
pl6te
mount
to
axis.
bas"
Iathe
iidex
the
to
dicular
The part was made frorn
a 1" i 1" x 10" steel bar. TWo holes were drilled to match
the M8 tapped holes in the base plate (Photo 12)'
Fabricating the parts necessary to mount a commercially
available spin i.tAe" on a lathe is a practical project for
any hobby machinist and it adds significantly to the
shop's capabilitY. S
Photos by Author

Spin index shown with the mounting bar attached, ready to
mount in the lathe mitting attachment.
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Spin index on the lathe, perpendiculqr to the lqthe axis'

